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Abstract
When read straight through as a novel, Miss Cayley’s Adventures (1898-99) appears to reside singularly
within the detective genre; this reading limits our understanding of the ways in which Grant Allen
challenges the anxieties regarding gender held by the contemporary, conservative readership of The Strand
Magazine (1891-1950). Allen integrates multiple popular genres into the short story serial, including the
detective stories which frame the narrative, as well as cycling romance, mountaineering, typist, and travel
stories. Gordon Browne’s illustrations underscore Allen’s manoeuvres, visually inviting the reader to trust
the protagonist and by extension to accept her “artless adventures.” I contend that, when read within its
original, illustrated periodical context, Miss Cayley’s Adventures does not present the magazine’s
readership with a New Woman detective but rather with a female adventurer, an adventuress. The letterpress
and illustrations rely on and subvert the negative connotation of the word, using it as a critical means to
interrogate the New Woman trope and to show the middle classes an original way to view womanhood.
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Figure 1. Gordon Browne, “Don’t Scorch, Miss; Don’t Scorch.”
The Strand Magazine 15 (May 1898): 521.
Credit: Wilson Library, University of Minnesota Libraries
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This article benefitted greatly from the thoughtful insights and encouragement of Alexis Easley, to whom
I am deeply indebted for introducing me to The Strand.
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In the afternoon I consoled myself for my herculean efforts in the direction of culture by going
out for a bicycle ride on a hired machine […]. You will, perhaps, object here that my conduct was
imprudent. To raise that objection is to misunderstand the spirit of these artless adventures.
(Allen 1898: 513)

Lois Cayley, the titular character of Grant Allen’s Miss Cayley’s Adventures, attempts to alleviate
the conservative concerns of the reader of The Strand Magazine in the above passage, telling them
directly that they misunderstand the nature of her “artless adventures,” including her choice to
cycle through Frankfort, Germany and its surrounding countryside on her “hired machine.”
It is widely understood that the New Woman of the fin de siècle moved freely through urban
and rural areas astride her trusty bicycle. If she were particularly radical, she did so whilst wearing
bloomers, the bold article of clothing that allowed greater mobility and flirted a bit too closely with
the form of masculine trousers. Cayley cycles in a standard skirt rather than bloomers, as befits
a character in the popular middlebrow Strand Magazine, even when competing in an aggressive
cycling race through the German countryside (figure 12).
Allen rarely addresses her costume in his text, but house illustrator Gordon Browne shows
Cayley in a fitted jacket and full skirt next to or astride her bicycle seven times in the eleven-page
story. Browne’s illustrations visually compliment and complicate all twelve of the linked short
stories that make up Allen’s Miss Cayley’s Adventures, first published as monthly instalments
in The Strand Magazine: An Illustrated Monthly from March 1898 to February 1899. Most critical
treatment of this series has characterized it as detective fiction with a New Woman protagonist;
Joseph A. Kestner inverts such readings, instead viewing Miss Cayley’s Adventures as
a “text [that] subsumes the detective genre within the New Woman narrative” (2004: 154).
Yet, the aforementioned instalment, “The Adventure of the Inquisitive American” (May 1898),
involves no detective work whatsoever; it fits more closely into the cycling romance genre, albeit
with a twist that I will return to later. Furthermore, Cayley’s comment that the reader
misunderstands the prudence of her choice to cycle through the countryside highlights the anxieties
contained within the term “New Woman.” Margaret Beetham labels the unspoken alternative
to the “New Women” as “true women” who conformed to the socio-cultural norms of femininity
that dominated Victorian society and that drove the separate spheres ideology of the mid- to late
nineteenth century (Beetham 1996: 119). In the passage above, Cayley directly addresses the
reader’s concern that she is a New Woman at the cost of her true femininity. In this moment,
and repeatedly throughout the short story serial, Allen challenges the false binary by using
multiple popular genres to frame Cayley’s self-identified adventures, from mountaineering stories
to travel narratives to the oft referenced detective genre, without ever situating her as either
a New or a true woman.

2

For all of Gordon Browne’s illustrations, I provide black-and-white images from digitized scans of The
Strand rather than photographs of the illustrations in physical volumes of the magazine. Each image is taken
from digitized files of volumes held by the University of Minnesota’s Wilson Library, which I accessed
via HathiTrust. Rather than prioritize the temporal effects of the material object (aged, sepia-coloured,
120+ year old paper), I determined that the high-contrast of the scanned objects offer us a closer proximity
to illustration’s impact on the original reader. My thanks to Michael Hancher for bringing this difference
to my attention.
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The scholarly categorization of Miss Cayley’s Adventures as residing singularly within
the detective genre – a categorization driven by reading the text straight through as a novel – limits
our understanding of the progressive manoeuvres that Allen makes in order to challenge
the anxieties regarding gender felt by his contemporary, conservative readership in The Strand.
Gordon Browne’s illustrations underscore these manoeuvres, visually inviting the readership
to trust the protagonist and by extension to accept her “artless adventures.” I contend that, when
read within its original, illustrated periodical context, Miss Cayley’s Adventures does not present
the magazine’s readership with a New Woman detective but rather with a female adventurer,
an adventuress. Unlike the negative connotation that typically characterized the word
“adventuress”3 – think Becky Sharp in Vanity Fair – the letterpress and illustrations reclaim
the word and uses it as a critical means to interrogate the New Woman trope and to posit a fresh
vision of what the modern woman might become. Allen’s conceptualization as embodied by Lois
Cayley works within bourgeois anxieties about gender to suggest to his reader that a woman
can be simultaneously morally respectable as well as adventurous. Allen accomplishes this through
his manipulation of various popular genres within and across the short stories, undercutting
the concept of genre and by extension the conventional conceptions of femininity. Furthermore,
as I will show, Allen’s progressive view of womanhood is simultaneously advanced and tempered
by Browne’s illustrations of Cayley, thus allowing the series to fit into The Strand Magazine’s
editorial desire to use its media platform to present its readership with a more original way
to imagine themselves. Reading Miss Cayley’s Adventures as a generic New Woman detective
novel overlooks the agency that Allen gives his titular character, as well as the authorial
and editorial agency of the literature within its cultural moment. This paper first establishes
the periodical context of The Strand Magazine and of Miss Cayley’s Adventures as a story written
by a popular writer of controversial content and illustrated by an artist with a particular style.
It then examines how various instalments engage popular genres to forward cultural conversations
around gender in the fin-de-siècle mass-media marketplace. The combined work of Allen
and Browne within the pages of The Strand results in a progressive view of womanhood at once
original yet also palatable to the magazine’s broad bourgeois readership.

Periodical Context
George Newnes founded The Strand in 1891, and Grant Allen published scientific essays and short
stories within its pages from the first issue until his death in 1899. The Strand was long considered
to be a conservative periodical targeted at a middle-brow Victorian audience, although recent
scholarship on the periodical has expanded our understanding of its complex place within the
fin-de-siècle mass-media marketplace. In their introduction to a special issue of Victorian
Periodicals Review about reassessing The Strand Magazine, Emma Liggins and Minna
Vuohelainen highlight the periodical’s “heterogeneity and cultural readability” and its “significant
contributions to British middlebrow culture in diverse fields” (2019: 221, 222) challenging
the limited and limiting claim of long-time editor Reginald Pound that “certainly the
middle-classes of England never cast a clearer image of themselves in print than they did in
The Strand Magazine. … [F]or more than half a century it faithfully mirrored their tastes,
3

For a concise overview of the gender and class connotations of the term “adventuress” as they relate
to the New Woman debates, see Joseph A. Kestner 2004.
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prejudices, and intellectual limitations” (1966: 7). Under Newnes’ leadership, the magazine’s
editorial self-perception took a slightly more progressive view of its place within the media
marketplace. When The Strand marked its two-hundredth number in September 1907, it ran
a reflective editorial in which the anonymous author laid claim to a far-reaching cultural impact:
A new generation has grown up since [The Strand ] […] first appeared on the bookstalls. What
[…] changes have come […] over the world of literature and of periodicals and newspapers! Yet
The Strand has not only survived these manifold and amazing changes, of most of which it was
itself the cause, but it continues as popular as when it first made its modest bow to the public.
(“Our Two Hundredth Number” 1907: 283, emphasis in original).

Counter to Pound’s retrospective claim in 1966 that The Strand was a bastion of old Victorian
values, the magazine viewed itself as a medium for “manifold and amazing changes.” Yet, the
promotion of such changes had to be balanced against the demands of the literary marketplace.
In 1893, Newnes explained in an interview that because his readers “work hard enough in
everyday life, their recreation and their literature must, therefore, be as light as possible”
(Blathwayt 1893: 172–73, emphasis in original). He went on to point out, however, that the
reading public, “do not see the changes which may be before them. They have no idea of doing
anything beyond what they may have seen done before. […] They are frightened by originality
lest it might be disastrous” (172–73, emphasis mine). The Strand’s business model sought not
only to provide its readership with light, engaging literature akin to Pound’s claim, but also
to expose them to successful originality that went beyond what they had previously seen done.
As a regular contributor to the magazine, Grant Allen wrote within this editorial space, creating
‘light, engaging literature’ that also presented original views of life for his readership. The subtitle
of the magazine – An Illustrated Monthly – highlights another space within which such light
originality exists: almost every page spread of the magazine had an illustration or photograph,
which the reader often consumed prior to reading the words of a story or article. Mary Elizabeth
Leighton and Lisa Surridge challenge critics to analyse such images as “integral components
of plot – that is, as visually represented plot events that accrue just as much importance as those
depicted verbally by the letterpress” (2019: 19). Therefore, we must situate not only Allen
as author but also Browne as illustrator within the context of the periodical marketplace in order
to understand the potential cultural impact of Miss Cayley’s Adventures.
Although scholarship on Allen has seen a minor surge in the twenty-first century,
it has largely overlooked the progressive nature of his serial fiction in the popular periodical press.
Anne Humphreys, in her analysis of The Idler, contends that authors with liberal gender politics
“tend[ed] to pull their potential feminist punches” when they contributed to the commercial
periodical press (2009: 239).4 Chris Willis contends that Allen presented his readers with
“womanly” New Women who marry inferior male heroes and settle for a traditional life as wife
and mother (2001: 60-2). The readership of The Strand, or so the reasoning goes, wanted exciting
stories that ended with marriage and motherhood, so Allen delivered. It is true that Cayley does
marry during the series – more on that later – but by simply focusing on this narrative outcome,
scholars have overlooked the progressivism of Allen’s fiction. When the newly created
Strand Magazine hired him as a house contributor, he was a well-established author and journalist
4

While Humphreys (2009) is referring specifically to women writers whose work appeared in The Idler,
her argument is equally applicable to Allen and his work in The Strand.
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known for being “wildly out of step with most of his late-Victorian contemporaries”
(Ruddick 2018: 8). Peter Morton points out that over the years Allen had “edgy relations with
his consumers, the reading public (especially over the issue of censorship)” (2001: 405).
In January 1896, the conservative Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine published Margaret
Oliphant’s “The Anti-Marriage League,” a scathing indictment of both Grant Allen’s The Woman
Who Did (1894) and Thomas Hardy’s Jude the Obscure (1895), as each novel rebukes
conservative values regarding marriage and gender norms. Yet regardless of his controversial
oeuvre, Allen continually managed to appeal to a popular audience. Pound relates an anecdote
in which a bourgeois couple pay Allen a social call. As they stand on Allen’s doorstep, the wife
tells her husband that if Allen “openly blasphemes, we leave the room” (1966: 68). Although she
is clearly concerned about his transgressive reputation, she does agree to call upon him socially
so long as he does not explicitly offend her middle-class morality. This moment epitomizes
Allen’s relationship with his readers: they found his writings compelling and challenging, but
they were only willing to have their morality challenged so far. Within the pages of The Strand,
Allen did pull his feminist punches, but a close reading of Miss Cayley’s Adventures reveals
the many ways in which he also challenged his readers’ conventionalities regarding
womanhood.
The progressivism of Miss Cayley’s Adventures is further accentuated by Gordon Browne’s
illustrations, which pushed the visual representations of womanhood beyond the confines of
the false binary of the conservative wife-mother stereotype versus the manly, aggressive
New Woman.5 Like Allen, Browne understood his role as a periodicals illustrator in the literary
marketplace. 6 Even before the first issue of The Strand appeared in 1891, he was “one of Britain’s
most prolific illustrators of boys' stories, novels, and magazines” (Crane and Fletcher 2012: 165).
In 1894, he described his artistic philosophy in an interview with the popular boys’ weekly
newspaper Chums: “The black-and-white artist … must [really] read [the story]. His own
impressions may be very good, but the author’s are those that are required”
(“An Illustrious Illustrator” 1894: 535). Browne’s illustrations should be read as a cooperative
effort to amplify Allen’s carefully balanced formulation of original womanhood. His illustrations
incorporate a blend of the feminine visual tropes found in both illustrations and advertising during
the fin de siècle, including corseted waists, soft curls, puffy sleeves, and that “most potent symbol
of nineteenth-century female respectability, […] the long skirt” (Strasdin 2004: 74), but they also
frequently show Cayley actively engaged in adventures in strikingly public locations.
Thus, readers visually encounter the appropriately feminine and respectable Cayley in a variety
of spaces that they themselves would likely consider imprudent for a woman of their class:
she competes in a bicycle race, types up documents, traverses the Nile, and participates
in a tiger hunt.

5

It is useful to note that the feminist press interpreted the New Woman differently to the more conservative
popular press. See Molly Youngkin 2007.
6
Gordon Browne was the son of famous mid-century illustrator Halbot “Phiz” Browne, who collaborated
with Charles Dickens for more than twenty years (Crane and Fletcher 2012: 165).
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Over the course of twelve illustrated short stories, Lois Cayley is, in both the narrative text
and the illustrations, a young woman who adheres to certain socio-cultural norms in costume
and behavior, marking her as non-threatening to readers, but she is also an observant, selfsupporting, well-educated woman seeking adventure. In addition to the title’s use of the word
“adventure,” the layout of the initial page spread of the story calls the reader’s attention to this.
Lois Cayley is not a detective; she is an adventuress. Allen works across a variety of popular
narrative genres instalment by instalment to sympathetically incline the reader toward Cayley as a
more original model of womanhood, one that allows more freedom of movement and financial
autonomy without being morally compromised or unsexed.

Genre & Gender
As a professional writer of popular nonfiction and fiction, Allen understood how to shape
his writing to fit readerly interest. As the Woman Question debates shifted into the Sex Question,
the New Woman emerged as a focus of ridicule and as a rallying cry for women’s rights (Ruddick
2004: 20). In 1894, Allen published The Woman Who Did, a polemic bildungsroman in which
his heroine typifies the more radical aspects of the New Woman and expresses Allen’s own
controversial views on marriage. It is this novel that most likely had the aforementioned
middlebrow wife concerned about his blasphemous nature. Such radical notions had no place
in The Strand, but neither did they preclude the periodical from publishing his articles and stories
regularly. For the more conservative readership, Allen builds on the sensational idea of the
New Woman by opening Miss Cayley’s Adventures with a clear acknowledgement that readers
have seen the likes of her before, describing her as one of the first women at Girton College to ride
a bicycle – in fact, she popularizes cycling among the other students – and as someone who intends
to support herself financially. In “The Adventure of the Cantankerous Old Lady” (March 1898),
the reader learns that Cayley must support herself, for like so many characters in New Woman
novels, her parents are dead and her stepfather gambled away her inheritance
(Allen, March 1898: 320). Yet the narrative shows that these attributes are no longer idiosyncrasies
of the New Woman. While Cayley and Elsie Petheridge, her collegiate roommate, reminisce about
their Girton days, they discuss the ways in which society has changed in the few short years since
Cayley began her studies. She recounts that she “burst in upon” the girls’ college like
a “bombshell” (320). Elsie shares that she had been “almost afraid at first to speak” to Cayley,
for she “had a bicycle,” which was a “startling innovation” that “terrified” the other girls at
Girton (320). Allen invites the reader to accept the more progressive Cayley through the less
concerning character of Elsie, who goes on to say, “And yet, after all, there isn’t much harm
in you” (320). The New Woman is no longer new, nor does her bicycle or her energy cause
“much harm.” Allen’s opening scene further reminds his readers of the cultural shifts regarding
womanhood that have already occurred, for Cayley responds, “I hope not. […] I was before
my time, that was all; at present, even a curate’s wife may blamelessly bicycle” (320).
What was once frightening is now, according to Cayley, entirely acceptable for the most traditional
of woman, the stereotypical curate’s wife. Thus, Allen normalizes New Woman behaviours
to the reader while simultaneously containing the supposed dangers of such behaviours within
the confines of an outwardly traditional woman, therefore creating for the reader a successfully
original hybridization of “New” and “true” womanhood.
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Yet even before this move, Allen establishes the narrator as someone seeking adventure by
opening the story with this line: “On the day when I found myself with twopence in my pocket,
I naturally made up my mind to go round the world” (320). Allen does not identify the narrator’s
sex;7 in fact, such a line and all that it implies would normally be the province of a man.
Cayley’s iconoclasm is amplified by the use of the word “adventure” in the title of the series
and of each instalment. For readers of The Strand, such titles might bring to mind Arthur Conan
Doyle’s detective series, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, which ran from July 1891
to December 1893. Or perhaps the title of Allen’s serial would remind them of the
only other series title to use the term to date: L.T. Meade and Clifford Halifax’s medical mystery
The Adventures of a Man of Science, which ran in The Strand from July 1896 to February 1897.
However, the nineteenth-century literary marketplace used the term “adventure” in the titles
of works from many genres, not just those focused on mysteries. Consider Mark Twain’s
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876) and Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865).
The only other occurrences of the word “adventure” in titles of stories in The Strand are more
aligned with these titles than with detective fiction. Both “A Railway Adventure” by Max Nordau
and “The Adventures of Said” by W. Hauff – which both appeared in the July 1897 number –
feature characters who are exploring the world rather than solving mysteries. Although Cayley
does solve a few mysteries over the course of the serial – all of which involve a central criminal,
Higginson – her opening declaration that she wants “to go round the world” establishes her
as an adventurer seeker. This is reiterated in the third instalment when Cayley asserts that
“An adventuress I would be; for I loved adventure” (Allen, May 1898: 513). Lois Cayley is driven
not by detective fever but by wanderlust. This wanderlust allows Allen to capitalize on a variety
of popular genres, including detective fiction, as he presents the reader with his progressive
yet palatable idea of original womanhood.
Browne’s illustrations of Cayley, her adventures, and, in particular, her attire help
the reader to recognize her adventurous spirit without rejecting her for her failure to conform
to gender expectations. Margaret Beetham argues that “since ‘costume’ was the crucial marker
of sex, rejection of traditional female dress precipitated acute anxiety about all the differences
maintained by the sexual norm” (Beetham 1996: 115). Browne’s illustrations never show Cayley
in any variation of bloomers, even when astride a bicycle, as shown earlier, nor does Browne ever
show her smoking a cigarette.8 His visual references to conventional female dress most likely,
therefore, quell readers’ anxieties about the protagonist as an unsexed woman. The first illustration
of the serial, which takes up approximately a quarter of the two-page spread, represents Cayley
as a traditional young woman who dresses smartly (figure 2).

7

Some might argue that the title’s inclusion of a woman’s name would indicate that the narrator is female.
However, Allen’s next and final serial for The Strand, Hilda Wade, is named after a woman but narrated
by a man.
8
In 1897, Underwood & Underwood released the now iconic set of stereoscopic images in which “the New
Woman is set for a cycling ride in her jaunty attire while the husband stays home to do the washing”
(Berger Woods 2009: 59). In the image, the New Woman’s “jaunty attire” includes slightly baggy trousers
fitted just below the knee, long socks that hug her calves, and men’s shoes. She is smoking a cigarette as
she leans an elbow against the leg that rests over the back of a chair.
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Figure 2. Gordon Browne, “I Am Going Out, Simply in Search of Adventure.”
Strand Magazine 15 (March 1898): 321.
Credit: Wilson Library, University of Minnesota Libraries

Browne’s rendering lacks the overt masculinization found in the caricatures of the New Woman
in such periodicals as Punch.9 Instead, he emphasizes the delicate hands of both women, as well
as their puffed sleeves and corseted waists. Yet at the same time, Cayley is perched comfortably
on a desk and Elsie’s sleeves are rolled up. Between them lies the glue pot and sheets of wallpaper
that indicate their activity: wallpapering Elsie’s apartment. The engaging image of the two women
in action embodies Browne’s self-professed desire to capture what he called “go” (“An Illustrious
Illustrator” 1894: 535). This sense of mobility is reinforced by the caption, which quotes Cayley’s
statement that she is “going out, simply in search of adventure” (Allen, March 1898: 321).
The pairing of familiar feminine costume with bold language and autonomous activity defines
the modernity of the women.
Yet Cayley, whose light dress makes her the focus of the illustration, is clearly the more
modern of the two. Elsie, who was a few years ahead of Cayley at Girton, to some degree retains
the characteristics of the stereotypical New Woman: she lives in rooms of her own, bicycles to
her job as a teacher, and is fairly unsexed. She is not interested in marriage, and she lacks domestic
skills. Prior to embarking on adventure, Cayley must “cut out half [of Elsie’s] clothes for her;
her own ideas were almost entirely limited to differential calculus. And cutting out a blouse
by differential calculus is weary, uphill work” (325). Cayley’s domestic skill as a seamstress
9

See, for example, “The New Woman” cartoon in the 15 June 1895 issue of Punch, which features women
with manly hands, cigarettes, and neckties.
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ironically serves as a metaphor for her modernity: she is fully capable of cutting out her own
pattern for modern womanhood. Just as she made cycling acceptable, so too shall she make
her own “pattern” of behaviour – her own place in the world. Throughout the course of her various
adventures, Cayley makes adjustments, tweaks existing paradigms, and creates her own pattern
for life. Elsie is hesitant to embrace Cayley’s bold modernity, but just as she is content to let
Cayley cut out her costume, she is, like the readers of The Strand, also willing to follow along on
Cayley’s adventures.
Leaving behind domestic tasks, Cayley heads out to find a way to turn the two-pence in
her pocket into an adventure. In Kensington Gardens, as she sits demurely on a bench under a tree,
she overhears a woman, Lady Georgiana, complaining to her friend about her upcoming
companion-less journey. Seeing an opportunity for adventure, Cayley leans around the tree
and interrupts them, offering her services as the solution to the woman’s problem (323).
The caption, “‘Excuse me,’ I said, ‘but I think I see a way out of your difficulty,” draws attention
to Cayley’s quick wits and bold willingness to cross generational and class lines in the pursuit
of adventure (324). Cayley’s active temperament initially causes the older woman to react
as Allen’s middle-class reader would expect, and indeed as they might themselves: “she grew
purple in the face with indignation and astonishment, that a casual outsider should venture
to address her” (324). However, Cayley’s unwillingness to quail under the gaze of the older, titled
woman resets Lady Georgiana’s initial indignation, leading her, and by extension the reader,
to the more benign conclusion that rather than giving offense, “the girl [simply] has spirit” (324).
Additionally, Browne’s illustration of Cayley’s feminine costume during this encounter softens
both the gaze of Lady Georgiana as well as of the reader, quickly warming the aristocratic old lady
to the modern woman and facilitating Cayley’s first adventure (figure 3).

Figure 3. Gordon Browne, “‘Excuse Me,’ I Said, ‘But I Think I See a Way Out of Your Difficulty.’”
Strand Magazine 15 (March 1898): 323.
Credit: Wilson Library, University of Minnesota Libraries
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Thus, while Allen uses Cayley to show the reader a version of original womanhood that is, to quote
George Newnes, “beyond what they may have seen before,” he also builds on Lady Georgiana’s
“encouraging tone” about Cayley’s “spirit,” using the older woman as a sympathetic character
to model for readers how that they too might accept and appreciate the self-assured, poised
woman of the century to come.
Now, having perhaps just shocked his audience by exposing them to his idea of original
womanhood, Allen employs the familiar detective fiction genre to bring his readership back
to accustomed and popular literary territory as well as further draw them into the series.
Unlike authors of pure detective fiction, such as Arthur Conan Doyle and L.T. Meade, Allen does
not focus Miss Cayley’s Adventures on the emerging fascination with detection techniques.
Instead, Cayley’s first act of detective work involves her using her observation skills to recognize
that Lady Georgianna is being targeted by a con artist (328-30). Allen uses familiar tropes
in original ways: the criminal riding the rails tries to take advantage of women traveling without
male protection, but instead of the traditional chivalric rescue by a man, the day is saved – so to
speak – by a keen, observant woman. Cayley succeeds at disrupting the con and protecting
her companion, and she does so over the course of less than a third of the short story. When read
in its periodical context, the first story introduces a bold yet likeable, original yet moral young
woman who visually fits the pattern of femininity as she moves actively through the world.
This sets the stage for the multitude of adventures that she takes the reader on over the course
of the series. In each instalment, Cayley is an active agent of her own adventures, going where
she desires and where opportunity leads. She frequently encounters situations that call to mind
the cultural anxieties around women venturing through the world in progressive ways.
Allen frames these situations within popular short story genres that he then subverts in order to
present the middle brow readership of The Strand with a successful, original woman.
As mentioned in the introduction, Allen uses the cycling romance – which Eva Chen
identifies as “a new subgenre of the short story, [which] proliferated […] during the bicycle craze
of the mid-1890s” (2019: 489) – for two of Cayley’s adventures, that of “The Inquisitive
American” (May 1898) and of “The Amateur Commission Agent” (June 1898). During one of
Cayley’s solo rides around Frankfort’s countryside, Allen enacts the cultural anxiety that cycling
“exposed women to the excitement as well as the dangers of expanded mobility” (Chen 2019: 489)
by having her followed intently by a single male cyclist (Allen, May 1898: 514). As Cayley
realizes that she “[doesn’t] quite like the look of him,” she works to cycle away from him, leading
to a half-page chase in which Allen reveals Cayley’s great athleticism (514). Just as Cayley
outpaces him, she is stopped by a German policeman and asked for a cycling license that she did
not know she needed, only to be saved by the other cyclist’s having two on hand (515).
As they talk after the policeman leaves, Cayley wonders “if he was going to propose at sight to
me,” implying a return to familiar genre conventions (515). However, whereas the proliferate
subgenre of cycling romance involves the bicycle as a means to romance, Allen subverts the form:
the man is revealed to be neither a threat to her purity nor interested in her romantically.
Over the course of their conversation, the man’s uncouth comments suggest that he perceives this
woman riding solo through the countryside as a pejorative adventuress (515-16). Browne’s
illustration, however, shows her standing dignified next to her hired machine, which acts as a
barrier between her and the man looking at her (figure 4).
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Figure 4. Gordon Browne, “Seems I Didn’t Make Much of a Job of It.”
Strand Magazine 15 (May 1898): 516.
Credit: Wilson Library, University of Minnesota Libraries

Her straight backbone and firm chin line confirm that she is unwilling to engage in any immoral
adventures, while the letterpress reveals that her athleticism protects her from any unwanted
advances as she calculates that “on the slope, if need were, I could easily distance him” (516).
Once the man clarifies that he is an American bicycle manufacturer who, impressed by her
handling of the hired cycle, wishes for her to ride his bicycle in an upcoming race as an
advertisement scheme, Cayley warms to him and agrees to go into business with him (516-17).
The bicycle therefore becomes the means for Cayley to earn money and thus continue her journey.
Eva Chen explains that “by foregrounding women’s cycling and all its latent controversies, cycling
romance depicts a modern, potentially transgressive femininity [that is] tamed and subsumed under
a heteronormative framework of romance and consumerism” (Chen 2019: 489). While Allen does
use the bicycle to show that Cayley’s modernity is not transgressive, he addresses and then sets
aside the romance and instead turns fully to consumerism in cycling as a means for Cayley to fund
her adventures. She ultimately wins the race in “The Adventure of the Inquisitive American”
and then becomes the manufacturer’s European representative, successfully selling his bicycles
across the Alps in “The Adventure of the Amateur Commission Agent.” The final third of the
“Amateur Commission Agent” includes a brief encounter with the con artist from the first
instalment, wherein Cayley again subverts his attempt to fleece a widow who lacks the protection
of a male. Allen uses the widow’s gratitude to shift from the quasi-cycling romance genre to
another popular topic for nonfiction and fiction alike, that of mountaineering.
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By July 1898, when “The Adventure of the Impromptu Mountaineer” appeared in The
Strand, mountaineering had become a familiar topic in periodicals. A search in ProQuest British
Periodicals and British Library Newspapers for the word “mountaineer” between 1897 and 1899
returns 429 unique items; these results include 372 in periodicals, including The Strand.10
On 28 July 1897, The Standard newspaper published the article “A Lady Mountaineer,” which
describes how Beatrice Tomasson, “the well-known English traveller,” had ascended “four virgin
peaks” in Italy in June (“A Lady Mountaineer” 1897: 7). Mountaineering historian Francis Gribble
published several articles about so-called lady mountaineers during the 1890s in such periodicals
as Phil May’s Summer Annual and The Lady’s Realm. The Morning Post review of Gribble’s
monograph on the topic noted the “craze for literature on the topic” in “both [England]
and the United States” (“Early Mountaineers” 1899: 2). Allen taps into this emerging genre
for Cayley’s fifth adventure. Up to this point, The Strand had published very few works of fiction
that involved mountaineering as an activity;11 Allen shifts mountaineering from its place
in pictorial essays to present the reader with a more original plot line. In this instalment,
Cayley encounters Lady Georgiana’s nephew Harold Tillington during her stay in the Swiss Alps.
After the two partake in a luncheon in which Tillington’s second offer of marriage is rejected,
Allen sends his would-be ‘romantic hero’ tumbling over the side of a mountain, and Cayley,
while no ‘lady mountaineer,’ must use her physical skill as a rower and bicyclist and her
knowledge of physics to fashion a crude rope ladder to climb down the rock face and hoist
Tillington to safety.
Here, the relationship between illustration and letterpress comes into sharp focus. Allen’s
text seldom addresses Cayley’s physical appearance or attire. His lack of description implies that
Cayley is not wearing anything unusual, such as the “radical garments such as bicycling
knickerbockers [that] were illustrated in some periodicals” since at least 1895 (Strasdin 2004: 74).
As a seasoned writer for the illustrated monthly, Allen knew that his text would be accompanied
by visual representations of his characters. He could have explicitly described Cayley’s clothing
as practical, but he did not.12 When his text is read as a novel outside of its original periodical
context, the reader is free to imagine Cayley climbing down the rocky mountainside
in knickerbockers. However, when read within its original context, Browne’s illustration of
her corseted waist, long skirt, and puffy sleeves shapes the reader’s impression (figure 5).

10

There are 38 mentions in The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art and 19 in
Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, compared to just three in Macmillan’s Magazine and two in
The Fortnightly Review.
11
Some works of fiction included rock climbing as a thrilling plot element, as in “The Gunner of Percé
Rock,” written by Gilbert Parker and illustrated by Paul Hardy (January 1898, 67-79), in which a man free
climbs a rock promontory to protect a Canadian fishing village from a French naval vessel in the late 1800s.
12
In “The Inquisitive American,” discussed previously, Allen’s letterpress does reference rational dress,
as befitting the cycling genre, and in fact notes that Cayley is in skirts (Allen, May 1898: 514).
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Figure 5. Gordon Browne, “I Gripped the Rope and Let Myself Down.”
Strand Magazine 16 (July 1898): 71.
Credit: Wilson Library, University of Minnesota Libraries

Kate Strasdin argues that “Decency and decorum were intrinsically bound to the physical conduct
of the human body, and the conduct of the body cannot be divorced from its movements and
reactions to the garments within which it is clothed” (2004: 74). Cayley’s costume demonstrates
that she is still feminine in this overtly masculine moment of climactic adventure. Although her
descent is impromptu and fictitious, Browne’s visualization echoes visualization of the real women
who summited peaks across Europe in similar garments, as seen on the front page of the Illustrated
London News from 18 September 1886 (figure 6), a photo from a Thomas Cook expedition in the
1890s (figure 7), and most strikingly, a photograph from 1908 of a climbing woman who bears a
striking resemblance to the decent, decorous Cayley of a decade earlier (figure 8). Thus,
throughout the rescue, Cayley retains a sense of respectability through Browne’s use of the
appropriately feminine costume. Allen and Browne are intentionally situating Cayley within the
norms of middle-class decency as she successfully enacts a more original, more active
womanhood.
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Figure 6. “Mountaineering in the Tyrol: Turning a Corner.” Illustrated London News. 18 September 1886.
Credit: Wilson Library, University of Minnesota Libraries

Figure 7. “Climbing in Switzerland. A Thomas Cook excursion of the 1890s.”
Credit: Thomas Cook Archives, the Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester & Rutland.
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Figure 8. Comparison of mountaineering images.
Left: Browne’s illustration. Right: Photograph of a woman climbing Salisbury Crags, c.1908.
Credit: Ladies' Scottish Climbing Club.

Palatable Originality
Within each genre, Lois Cayley is, as the title suggests and her actions confirm, an adventuress in
the most literal sense of the word: a woman who engages in adventures. Allen directly addresses
the negative connotation of the label “adventuress” in “The Adventure of the Supercilious Attaché”
(April 1898). Midway through the story, Lady Georgiana says that she is “always afraid […]
that some fascinating adventuress will try to marry [my nephew] out of hand. A pretty face,
and over goes Harold!” (Allen, April 1898: 430). The events of the rest of the episode weave
around Lady Georgiana’s concern about Cayley’s potential matrimonial designs on her nephew,
Harold Tillington, and around Cayley’s appropriately feminine affection for him. During
a conversation with Tillington, Cayley repurposes the word that so concerns his aunt. She declares
her intention to ignore her budding love for him for two reasons: first, because she is “in quest
of adventures,” and second, because she refuses to be romantically involved without financial
equality between herself and her lover (433). There is too wide of a gap between “his prospective
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half-million” and her status as a “penniless girl – an adventuress” (433). Here, Allen blurs
the distinction between the term’s negative association with immorality and artifice and its
positive, more original definition, which Cayley embodies: that of a woman who makes her own
path in the world, for “the world is all before [her]” (433).
Allen reinforces this modern, positive definition throughout the series, repeating the word
“adventuress” twenty-one times and frequently shifting the plot and the reader’s perception around
its revised meaning. For instance, Allen uses the typewriter-girl genre in “The Adventure of the
Urbane Old Gentleman” (August 1898) to bring together Cayley and Tillington’s rich bachelor
uncle, Ashurst: Cayley opens her own typing bureau and Ashurst hires her, not knowingly that he
has thus engage the typing services of the “adventuress, quite shocking creature,” who he worries
will marry his nephew and heir (Allen, August 1898: 211). Prior to this, Cayley has twice rejected
Tillington due to his position as Ashurst’s heir. In this moment, she sits at a typewriter transcribing
a will that disinherits her too-rich lover, while Ashurst grumbles about her own shocking
unsuitability to marry Tillington.13 The previous two-thirds of the instalment have built a solid,
warm, familial relationship between Cayley and Ashurst, who at one point labels himself her
“contingent uncle” (211). As Ashurst scoffs and scorns the “painted Jezebel” who is after his
money, the reader is fully aware of his misguided understanding of Cayley (211). Allen takes the
reader a step further by highlighting Cayley’s strong moral ethics; she willingly and immediately
identifies herself as said adventuress: “I made up my mind at once. […] ‘I can give you this girl’s
name; [… it] is Lois Cayley!’” (211). As the truth dawns on Ashurst, he decides that he very much
wants this adventuress to marry his nephew, for his business interactions with her have left a
strong, positive impression. When he attempts to edit the will to specify that Tillington will receive
the money provided that he marries Cayley, she objects with the voice of those long fighting for
women’s autonomy: “You must not put it, Mr. Ashurst. I could not consent to be willed away to
anybody” (211). Cayley expects her consent to matter and her autonomy to be respected. Allen
maintains this principled and consistent rejection of mercenary marriage in subsequent
instalments, with a series of conservative Victorian characters continuing to accept her on her own
terms as an adventuress.
Allen’s continual shift away from the pejorative use of “adventuress” reflects his broader
understanding of and willingness to challenge cultural norms within the mass media marketplace.
Throughout the series, Allen delineates Cayley’s modern womanhood through the various
employment options open to and claimed by women of the middle classes in the late nineteenth
century, from companion to typist and finally to journalist. For the seventh, eighth and ninth
instalments, Allen sends Cayley across various parts of the British empire as a travel writer who
is paid to chronicle her adventures for the periodical press.14 Cayley’s choice to work as
a journalist does seem to place her in the New Woman stereotype, for “writing was as characteristic
of the New Woman as was cycling” (Willis 2001: 54). Allen’s own Hermina Burton in
13

Allen’s use of the typewriting-girl genre refers back to one of his previous novels, The Typewriter Girl
(1897).
14
This trilogy of instalments, when read outside of the detective genre form, offer many avenues of inquiry
as works of popular fiction, especially as they represent a White British woman traveling through
and interacting with many aspects of Britain’s colonial empire. Laura Chilcoat similarly notes the absence
of academic treatment of Allen’s travel leitmotif in her entry on Miss Cayley’s Adventures in
The Companion to Victorian Popular Fiction (2018).
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The Woman Who Did (1894) takes to writing for the periodical press to support herself and her
daughter. But most New Woman writers use the press to eke out a modest livelihood and, as in
the case of Ella Hepworth Dixon’s Mary Erle, write about gender-appropriate topics such as
society gossip. Cayley instead takes on the job of journalist as a means to further adventures; her
editor hires her specifically to write “racy” and “descriptive articles” on such broad topics
as “Cairo, the Nile, Syria, and India” (Allen, September 1899: 329). In essence, Cayley becomes
the kind of woman writer whose work appears within the pages of The Strand. As she creates
her own path and cuts out her own pattern, she is both the content of and a content creator for
the periodical press.

Interrogating the Modern Woman
As Allen moves the reader through this progression of vocations, he places Cayley in opposition
to several bourgeois characters who express various facets of conventional thinking and dramatizes
them coming to appreciate her chosen path as an adventuress. Cayley wins over not only the titled
older woman and privileged man of business as discussed above, but also a woman of the upper
middle classes, a doctor, and at the end, a solicitor. Their conversion to her way of thinking offers
a sympathetic model for the bourgies reader, who presumably similarly transforms their view of
Cayley. Yet without a doubt Cayley’s adventures represent a transgression against conventional
womanhood. Allen interrogates these transgressions by metaphorically placing Cayley on trial by
employing the courtroom genre in the tenth instalment. In “The Adventure of the Cross-Eyed
Q.C.” (December 1898), Tillington’s cousin accuses him of forging their now-dead uncle’s will to
favour himself. Because she typed the will, Cayley is called as a witness in the forgery trial,
allowing all of her previous professional endeavours to become fuel for the opposing barrister,
who bluntly declares her
a lady, indeed, by birth and education, but an adventuress by choice—a lady who, brought up in a
respectable, though not (he must admit) a distinguished sphere, had lowered herself by accepting
the position of a lady’s maid, and had trafficked in patent American cycles on the public highroads.
(Allen, December 1898: 697)

He goes on to call her a “clever and designing woman” (697), evoking through his scornful tone
the negative cultural connotations of the word “adventuress,” thereby imply that she has sacrificed
her sexual purity for financial and social gain, an implication that the reader, like Ashurst, may
have assumed prior to getting to know Cayley. But here again, the reader is disinclined to agree
with the conservative implication, for Allen has set them in opposition to the “cross-eyed” barrister
from the moment that they read the title of the instalment. Allen further distances the reader from
the barrister by describing him as “a heavy man with bloated features and a bulbous nose” (698).
Browne’s various visualizations of the lawyer emphasize these characteristics, adding visual
weight to the character’s repugnancy. Allen’s titular label itself suggests that the barrister has poor
vision; he cannot see well either literally or metaphorically, thus he sees Cayley as the pejorative
adventurous of yore who ignored the conventions of patriarchal society for her own gain.
As a fictional stand-in for the conventional patriarchy, the barrister casts aspersions upon
Cayley’s moral integrity, criticizing each of her transgressive choices, causing the all-male jury
and the mostly male audience in the courtroom to “titter” and smile at her responses (693, 694).
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The barrister shames her by evoking conventional prohibitions against women who do not stay
safely confined to their domestic sphere. As Cayley realizes his strategy to undercut her authority,
she tells the reader, “you can’t justify originality to a British jury” and then adds, “the jury could
never understand my point of view. It could never be made to see that there are adventuresses and
adventuresses” (694, 697). The modern woman is, in effect, too original to be defined in legal
conventionalities. The reader, then, is faced with the explicit choice at the heart of the series:
should they, like the jury and the cross-eyed Q.C., see Cayley as a transgressive adventuress?
Or should they align themselves with Lady Georgiana, Ashurst, and the rest, who view her as
a bold, principled modern woman who remains feminine while audaciously cutting out her own
adventurous pattern for life? From the first instalment, Allen spent the bulk of his letterpress
building readerly sympathy for Cayley through conventional characters such as Lady Georgiana,
priming them to choose her originality over the jury and barrister’s limited vision of womanhood.
This choice is enhanced by a subtle shift in Browne’s illustration of Cayley. In previous drawings
of her out in the world – as in figure 1 – she wore the fitted coat popular during the 1890s, the very
kind seen in an 1897 advertisement in The Strand (figure 9).15

Figure 9. John Noble, Ltd. advertisement, Strand Magazine 13 (January to June 1897): xvii.
Credit: University of Michigan Library

15

Such ads, and virtually identical ones from Allen Foster & Co., appeared in almost every volume of The
Strand from 1891 through the publication of Miss Cayley’s Adventures in 1898 and 1899. This assessment
is based on a review of open-access digitized volumes of The Strand from 1891 to 1899 on the Internet
Archive and HathiTrust.
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When in the witness box in the “Cross-Eyed Q.C,” however, Browne shows her in the straightwaisted coat with smaller puffs that reflects the most current fashions (figure 10). This style also
appears in advertisements in The Strand (figure 11), creating a commercial feedback loop between
the climactic moment in the narrative and the product that is placed at its visual centre.

Figure 10. Gordon Browne, “I Was a Grotesque Failure.” Strand Magazine 16 (December 1898): 693.
Credit: Wilson Library, University of Minnesota Libraries

Figure 11. Lewis’s advertisement, Strand Magazine 15 (January to June 1898): xxxvi.
Credit: University of Michigan Library
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While Allen never addresses this fashion shift in the letterpress, Browne’s visual cross-promotion
of shifting fashions accentuates Cayley’s construction of her appropriately gendered costume. This
integration suggests the assumption that the reader sympathizes with Cayley rather than the
barrister, as a house illustrator for a popular publication would not risk negatively impacting
advertised content by aligning it with a morally suspect character at the point when she is under
the most scrutiny by those least able to understand her originality.
The outcome of this moment forces readers to wait for the modern adventuress to be
vindicated, for the jury convicts Tillington of forgery. Cayley’s ability to act as a witness in the
trial had arisen from her role as a typist, a profession primarily held by women. Between her
unconventional adventures and her female-derived knowledge of the will, the jury easily dismisses
her testimony, causing her to “reel where [she] sat” (Allen, December 1898: 698). This moment
of inner turmoil and outer stillness is the subject of Browne’s final illustration for the instalment
(figure 12).

Figure 12. Gordon Browne, "I Reeled Where I Sat." Strand Magazine 16 (December 1898): 698. Credit:
Wilson Library, University of Minnesota Libraries
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Whereas most of the images of Cayley are characterized by Browne’s emphasis on “go,” this
stationary moment of condemnation captures her shock when the jury returns their verdict – a
shock that the reader undoubtedly shares. The modern woman, in all her visual originality, has
been tried and found guilty. She can only sit and wish that she “were a man” (698). For no matter
how adventurous or original she is, she is still a powerless woman in the eyes of the law and of
conservative society. Allen amplifies her powerlessness by ending the adventure with Tillington
slipping unseen out of the courtroom, leaving Cayley to wait for her now penniless lover to make
his next move. This moment allows Allen to turn the plot back toward the conventional conclusion
demanded by readers of The Strand: the marriage plot ending.

A Safe “Happily Ever After”: Romance Before Mystery
Throughout the series, Cayley regularly chooses her desire for financial equitability within a
marriage over the proposals of men who can offer financial stability, which counters Willis’ claim
that Cayley’s independence is the result of “financial necessity, not abstract principle” (2001: 60).
The myriad proposals, and the three different men who make them, serve the dual purpose
of weaving light romance through the series and of reinforcing Cayley’s progressive ideas about
the role of marriage for the modern woman. The final proposal comes unsurprisingly from
Tillington after he inherits Ashurst’s fortune. Despite his progressive views, he ignores Cayley’s
earlier rejections and telegraphs her that he “trusted, in spite of this untoward circumstance, long
absence may have altered my [Cayley’s] determination. ‘Dear Lois,’ he wrote, ‘I expect you
to come back to England and marry me!’” (Allen, December 1898: 688). Tillington, as one of
many stand-ins for conventional society, fails to understand that Cayley’s determination against
mercenary marriage extends from her unalterable principles. Thus, Cayley does not capitulate to
his or the reader’s expectation that she run to him when he, now a member of the wealthiest class,
crooked his finger, so to speak. Instead, she tells the reader that “nothing, meanwhile, had altered
my resolve” (689). In convicting Tillington, however, the jury of unoriginal British men removes
the barrier to Cayley’s frequent rejection of his proposals: her lover is now penniless. Allen twists
his own device for aligning the reader with Cayley to fulfil their expectation that the middle-class,
respectable woman, no matter how original, must marry in the end.
In “The Adventure of the Oriental Attendant” (January 1899), an exotic costume and
thrilling dash for the border provide the reader with a short story that fits firmly into the genre of
romance, for Tillington returns for Cayley, disguised as the servant of the Maharaja whom they
meet earlier in the series.16 His brown-face and costume allow them to cross from one legal system
into another, for the disguise “will last long enough for [them] to get safely to Scotland […] for a
Scotch marriage” (Allen, January 1899: 51). Allen returns to a detail from early in the series to
expediate the marriage plot: Cayley lived in Scotland during her collegiate summer holidays
(Allen, June 1898: 740), thus enabling them to wed under Scots law (Allen, January 1899: 57).

16

Allen’s descriptions and Browne’s illustrations throughout this instalment present many lines of inquiry
into racism, imperialism, and orientalism which were outside of the prevue of my argument here. In
analysing Miss Cayley’s Adventures outside of the singular genre of detective fiction, such lines of inquiry
become richer and more nuanced.
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Her New-Woman college independence allows her true-woman marriage to happen outside of the
conventional system of English law. In keeping with the norms of respectability, immediately after
the wedding, Tillington allows the local magistrate to turn him over to the London detective
who chased them north. As the newlyweds travel back to London in separate train cars, Cayley
has time to reflect on the mystery of the will. The romance plot concludes with Mrs. Tillington,
née Cayley, saying goodbye to her husband and telling him that she has “found a clue” that gives
her great hope (58). Rather than watch Tillington depart the station, as a dutiful wife would, Cayley
“jump[s] into a hansom” and dashes off in pursuit of justice (58). Her first task as wife, therefore,
is not a meek entrée into the domestic sphere but an active, adventurous return to her sometime
role as detective.
The title of the final instalment, “The Adventure of the Unprofessional Detective”
(February 1899), signals the return to the detective genre to the reader, but the plot of this episode
draws heavily on the earlier typewriter-girl instalment. Cayley, accompanied by Tillington’s
lawyer, returns to court and closely examines the typed document (Allen, February 1899: 192-93).
Her keen observation skills, which have been lauded throughout the serial, lead her to solve
the mystery of the forged will, for the document in her hand contains the correct content but is not
the actual document that she had typed. Indeed, she notes, “There is character in typewriting,
just as there is in handwriting, only, of course, not quite so much of it. Every operator is liable to
his own peculiar tricks and blunders” (193). In countering the existing notion of the typewriter
as a mechanical extension of the typewriting machine, Cayley also subtly counters the overarching
notion that secretarial work unsexes women by making them automatons. Instead, Cayley’s job
as a typewriter demanded her attention; her intellectual engagement in the task ultimately leads
to her ability to prove Tillington innocent. Allen’s emphasis on Cayley’s principles comes
to the forefront here, for it would be easy to dismiss Cayley’s vindication of Tillington as a selfserving, mercenary task to ensure her own comfort as his spouse. Instead, it is the means by which
she ensures that justice is done, in keeping with her character as established across the series.
She uses her own skills and intellect to not only free Tillington but also to remove scandal from
her newly acquired family, including her friend Lady Georgiana. In a sense, Cayley earns
her right to the inherited money through her own work – both as an amateur detective and as
a professional typist.

Conclusion
In the end, Allen does give his readers a “happily ever after” ending in which the now wealthy
couple live out their days together. However, the marriage comes before the conflict’s resolution
rather than as a result of it, with one of the twelve instalments dedicated to Cayley’s first postmarriage adventure. Here, Allen returns to the familiar detective genre, which provides the means
to solidify Cayley’s success as something original in the eyes of his middlebrow readers.
It is her ready intelligence, her keen observation skills, and her assertive nature as a modern woman
that enable her to solve the mystery of the forgery and clear her husband’s name. Throughout the
short story serial, Allen interictally ties these attributes to Cayley’s identity as an adventuress.
Her success in resolving the conflict is inextricable from her success as a model of originality for
The Strand’s reader. By making Cayley the agent of her husband’s freedom and by extension
his reputation, Allen therefore vindicates her as an adventuress, one who boldly goes where
her will takes her, yet protects her reputation as she does so; whose autonomy is clear,
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yet is not at odds with society; and most importantly, who cuts her own path through the world.
Browne’s final illustration for the serial emphasizes that path, for he represents Cayley,
wearing her modern coat, standing with Tillington on the edge of the sidewalk, ready to step into
the next adventure (figure 13).

Figure 13. Gordon Browne, “Harold, Your Wife Has Bested Me.” Strand Magazine 17 (February 1899):
201. Credit: Wilson Library, University of Minnesota Libraries

The two look scornfully at Lord Southminster, whose posture contrasts with their own: they stand
confidently straight, with their feet stepping forward, whereas he stands fixed in place by his
braced feet and locked knees. His hips thrust toward them, hinting at aggression, yet his shoulders
pull back away from them, suggesting submission; his very stance contradicts itself.17 Browne’s
caption — “Harold, Your Wife Has Bested Me” (Allen, February 1899: 201) — draws attention
to the fact that Lord Southminster speaks across Cayley, addressing her husband and assigning
him the agency of his freedom through the possessive pronoun “your.” The negative space at
the centre of the illustration establishes visual distance between Lord Southminster and the couple;
the reader’s eye rests in that space, then moves between the conventional fool and the successful
adventuress. They know that it is Cayley, not “your wife,” who has bested Lord Southminster
and the conservative norms that he represents. Given the editorial practices of the period, it is
unlikely that Grant Allen had much of a say in the illustrations that added visual layers of
interpretive meaning to Miss Cayley’s Adventures. But we do know, from Browne’s interview
17

My thanks to Siobhan Craig for this observation.
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with Chums in 1894, that the illustrator intentionally worked to visually represent the author’s
impressions. This final moment in the illustration and the corresponding letterpress satisfies
the middlebrow reader’s desire for light literature while at the same time redrawing the line
between old stereotypes and new adventuresses. According to Kate Jackson, “the success of the
Strand […] lay in the way in which it offered a synthesis of continuity and change, consolidating
the experiences of a generation caught in flux” (2001: 90). Indeed, Grant Allen’s serial text,
with its use of various popular genres, and Gordon Browne’s illustrations offer a clear model
of this synthesis. The Strand’s editorial choice to pair Allen and Browne, both of whom pushed
against the boundaries of conventional womanhood, reinforced George Newnes’s desire
that his periodical would show readers something beyond what they had seen before.
Certainly, those readers might imagine Cayley settling quietly into the traditional role of wife and
mother, but then again, they may well imagine this model of originality out on her
next adventure.
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